AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND ENVIRONMENT

List of candidates admitted at the interview

The following list only includes the candidates who have obtained the minimum score specified in the announcement in the evaluation of the curriculum.

In the following list, there are not:
- candidates whose foreign academic qualification is been valued no eligible by the Selection Boards (art.3 of announcement of the competition);
- the candidates who have not obtained the minimum score specified in the announcement in the evaluation of the curriculum

1. ACEVES CARDENAS REGINA
2. AHMAD UZAIR
3. AMIN NIDA
4. BERTOLOTTO PIETRO
5. BETTARINI ISABELLA
6. BOSETTO FEDERICO
7. CALZONE ANTONELLA
8. CECCANTI COSTANZA
9. CONFORTI ELISA
10. D’AVALOS PIERA
11. DA ROCHA OLIVEIRA TEIXEIRA RAIZA
12. DE NISCO DANIELE
13. DEMAJ JONA
14. DI PATRIA LAURA
15. DIBELLO GIULIA
16. ESNARRIAGA DAYANA NAIMID DEL VALLE
17. GANUGI PAOLA
18. LIVA FRANCESCA
19. MANNUCCI ALESSIA
20. MARCHIONI ILARIA
21. NASER EL DEEN SOMAYA
22. OBI CHINEDU
23. ORLANDO MATTEO
24. PASSERA BARBARA
25. PUIG SIREA ANGELA
26. RENZI LUCA
27. TAGLIERI ISABELLA